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Special Collections Gallery Exhibition 
 

The British in India 

 

 

Commercial contact between Britain and India first dates from the early part of the seventeenth 

century. In 1600 Elizabeth I granted a charter to what became known as the East India Company 

and Company merchants made a number of voyages east before making Surat, on the western 

coast of India, the first permanent British trading post or ‘factory’ a few years later. British 

settlements in Madras, Calcutta and Bombay followed: these became centres of Company 

operations with their own governors and councils who ruled the towns. The transformation of 

the East India Company from an association of traders to rulers came in the wake of the battle 

of Plassey, in 1757, when a military force commanded by Robert Clive, later first Baron Clive, 

defeated that of the Nawab of Bengal. Between 1757 and 1765 the Company became the ruler 

of Bengal and at the Treaty of Allahabad of 1765 acquired the Diwani of Bengal, the right to 

collect revenues on behalf of the Mughal Emperor. It was under Warren Hastings, the first 

Governor General, that British rule was consolidated. Expansion from Madras brought the 

Company into conflict with the state of Mysore, ruled by Haidar Ali and his son Tipu Sultan, 

who was known as the ‘Tiger of Mysore’. After significant victories against the British in the 

Second Mysore War, culminating in the Treaty of Mangalore in 1784, Tipu Sultan suffered 

reversals in the subsequent conflicts and was killed defending his capital Seringapatam in 1799 

during the Fourth Mysore War. The victorious British forces of 1799 were commanded by 

Arthur Wellesley, the future Duke of Wellington. British influence was extended often not by 

direct rule, but by a series of alliances with local rulers, known as subsidiary treaties. The 

Maratha wars that followed in the first part of the nineteenth century saw British power further 

extended. Further territories were absorbed into British India in the 1840s and 1850s. It was 

shortly after the annexation of Awadh, or Oudh, in 1856 that the rebellion of sepoys serving in 

the East India Company army broke out. Known as the Indian Mutiny to one side, and as 

India’s first war of independence on the other, this event of 1857-8 proved to be a serious threat 

to the British in India, as large swathes of territory fell into rebel hands in a few weeks. Delhi 

was eventually recaptured in December 1857 and the rebellion was crushed by mid-1858. The 

result was the abolition of the East India Company and, with the introduction of the 

Government of India Act of 1858, control reverted to the Crown: Queen Victoria created 

Empress of India in 1876. This system of government, often known as the British Raj, lasted 

until 1947 when the independent states of India and Pakistan were created.  
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Drawing on the collections at the Hampshire Record Office (HRO) and the Special 

Collections, Hartley Library, University of Southampton (HL), the exhibition explores 

aspects of British life in India and connections between the nations from the late eighteenth 

century to independence in 1947. There is material relating to military campaigns from those 

of Tipu Sultan in the 1790s [52, 54] to the utilisation of Indian troops as part of the British 

empire forces in the Second World War [49] and aspects of British administrative rule from 

the Indian rebellion in 1857 [37-8] until the transfer of power process in 1947.[42-6] British 

rule brought investment to India and the development of infrastructures such as the railway 

and irrigation systems and the introduction of welfare benefits such as improvements in 

health care: material for Florence Nightingale and Edwina, Countess Mountbatten of Burma, 

relates to welfare and health.[29-34] While Christianity had been introduced to India first in 

AD 52, and in the sixteenth century notable work was undertaken by Portuguese Catholic 

missionaries as proselytisation was linked to the expansion of the Portuguese empire, from 

the eighteenth century, with the British presence and growing influence in India, greater 

numbers of British Christian missionaries [11] and missionary societies began working in the 

country. Britain gained considerably from its commercial relationship with India, by the 

1880s, for instance, about twenty percent of Britain’s exports went to India, and the trade 

connections were of immense importance.[3, 6-7] India also was to prove the backbone of the 

power of the British empire and its army was a considerable resource utilised by Britain in 

both world wars. For the British in India (who only amounted to about 200,000 even at the 

height of the raj) life provided opportunities and a comfortable lifestyle, despite the 

discomfort of the climate. Fortunes could be made and the wealthy lived in great style in 

mansions that they had built,[25] served by an army of servants; even the most lowly British 

civil servant could enjoy a standard of living far better than at home. Attitudes of the British 

to India, together with a fascination with its culture both by those in India and back in Britain, 

can be found in the accounts of travel to [1-2, 4, 8] and within India,[9, 13-17] illustrations of 

Indian architecture [23-4] and of British residences influenced by Indian styles.[27-8] Social 

occasions were often lavish,[18-22] and within the lively social scene enjoyed by the British 

in India sporting activities played a considerable part.[10] 

 

 

Wall board at end of Case 1 

Copy of a map of India engraved by the celebrated London engraver, R.W.Seale (1703-1762) 

for J.Hinton’s Universal Magazine, which was published in the 1740s-90s. This map is 

undated, but Seale appears to have been engraving maps for Hinton in the 1750s-60s. 

(Jervoise of Herriard Collection: HRO 44M69/E19/27/3 by kind permission of Mr J.Jervoise) 

 

The map shows many of the places mentioned in this exhibition, especially those close to the 

coast, including the British bases at Bombay on the west coast and Madras on the east, and 

Calcutta (now Kolkata, here shown as Colicotta) to the north-east. Beyond ‘Orixa’ (Orissa, 

now Odisa) are lands marked as ‘unknown to Europeans’, but within a few years of the dawn 

of the nineteenth century much of this area, including the Kingdom of Nagpur within the 

Maratha Confederacy, would become well known to British troops in the Anglo-Maratha 

wars. 
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Case 1 Communication, travel and commercial links 

 

1 Letter from Lydia Denty, the wife of Captain James Denty, Calcutta (Kolkata, West 

Bengal), to Mary Mee, Viscountess Palmerston, second wife of the second Viscount 

Palmerston, 19 September 1787 

 

Lydia Denty describes her voyage to India by sea, during which she gave birth to a son. 

 

‘We had an extremely pleasant passage and no bad weather to speak of, which was extremely 

fortunate for one in my situation; I felt some little inconvenience ... I was brought to bed in 

April of a son who I have the pleasure to inform you is now doing extremely well. He is a 

pasty little fellow and never had an hours illness since he was born.’ 

 

HL MS 62 Broadlands Archives BR19/3/2  

 

 

2 Journal of Samuel or Sam Dyer, recording a voyage to Madras, May-September 1802 

 

The Dyer family were a prominent family of doctors in Ringwood in the nineteenth century, 

but Samuel Dyer was a surgeon in Madras in the early years of that century. He kept a journal 

of his voyage to Madras in 1802, which is of particular interest for his comments about the 

items he had packed for the voyage – and those he hadn’t: 

 

‘I will just say what I found most necessary on my voyage as you may have some person 

applying to you at some time or other. In the first place I had three dozen of shirts, which I 

found quite sufficient and had at the end four or five left – boots, I wore as often as I could 

which saved stockings, but I should recommend black clothes as they will now show the 

pitch and tar which cannot be avoided, a few pounds of wax candles and a Lanthorn are 

necessary articles, I should have found a small tool Box with Nails &c very usefull Wash 

hand Bason Bottle of pewter a Chair, and instead of a large Chest which is generally 

recommended a few trunks for Chests are of no use in this country, those are all the things 

which were particularly wanted.’  

 

HRO 33A05/27 

 

 

3 Detailed daily record of paper made for the Bank of India in 1787 by the Hampshire family 

firm, Portals of Laverstoke, which also made the paper used for bank notes by the Bank of 

England 

 

Careful calculations were made of the number of sheets made, the number wasted, and the 

number of perfect sheets, to ensure that no paper had been misappropriated.  

 

Portals' papermaking business was founded by Henry (Henri) Portal in 1712 at Bere Mill, 

Whitchurch; he and his brother had arrived in England as Huguenot refugees, supposedly 

concealed in wine casks, and by about 1710 he was working at paper mills at South 

Stoneham. In 1718 he acquired a lease of Laverstoke Mill, which he rebuilt the following 

year, and in 1724 he gained the contract to make paper for Bank of England notes. 

Laverstoke Mill was rebuilt and new machinery was introduced in 1854-61 to cope with the 

extra production involved in the contract to make bank notes for the newly-formed 
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Government of India. The link between Portals and India continued well after independence. 

In 1995, the Portals Group plc was acquired by De La Rue, international commercial security 

printers and papermakers and continues to produce banknote paper at premises in Hampshire. 

 

HRO 132M98/F2/5 by kind permission of De La Rue International Ltd 

 

 

4 Journal of Dr John Nott, MD (1751-1825), surgeon to the East India Company, from 

November 1783 to June 1785 on board the Ponsbourne 

 

This is one of several journals deposited in the Cathedral archives by John Nott’s nephew and 

executor, George Frederick Nott, prebendary of Winchester Cathedral (1810-41). Most of the 

entries in the journal describe the long journey from Britain to the east (via Capetown), 

meteorological conditions en route, and the cultural experience of life in the orient - rather 

than medical matters. However there are some references to patients, including the delivery 

of a baby boy after seven hour’s labour to the wife of Captain Seward, on the final leg of the 

journey home. The journal is exactly contemporaneous with Pitt’s India Bill which, once 

enacted, subjected the East India Company to the authority of Parliament. On the pages 

displayed here, Nott describes a visit to a Malabar church near Madras on 1 July 1784 ‘to see 

their god exposed’ when he witnessed an evening procession accompanied by Indian music 

and dancing girls, to celebrate the taking of an image out of the church. In other entries on 

these pages, Nott records more mundane matters such as taking an emetic on 30 June and 

being blooded on 3 July. Elsewhere, the journal is full of surprising details including a 

description of seeing flying fish in great numbers and a recipe for ‘The Brahmin’s Broth or 

Moulagatauny i.e. Pepper Water’.  

 

HRO DC/M3/1/2 by kind permission of the Chapter of Winchester Cathedral 

 

 

5 Map of the New Harbour near the mouth of the Hooghly River, south of Calcutta. Second 

edition, published in 1803 (the first having been published in 1794) 

 

The map was dedicated to George III by Benjamin Lacam, who spent over 30 years trying to 

persuade the East India Company and the government of the practicality of establishing a 

harbour and refitting station on Channel Creek at what became known as New Harbour, and 

obtained a grant of 400 beagahs (a unit of measurement equivalent to about a third of an acre) 

of land from the Governor General and Council at Bengal; a dispute soon arose over the 

extent of his right to collect tolls, and he subsequently complained to Parliament over the 

losses he had suffered through undertaking without recompense the work of establishing a 

harbour and associated buildings on land that had been ‘the greatest nest for tigers’.  

 

Features shown on the map include the proposed docks, a marine yard and a fish market. The 

buildings shown in yellow, including workshops and granaries, are described as ‘bungulows’ 

of timber covered with straw. The word, and the concept, of the bungalow would be 

noteworthy among the many features of Indian life and language that the British would take 

home. 

 

The map was preserved in the papers of the Phillimore family of Shedfield, who have a long 

and distinguished connection with the services, mainly the Royal Navy. It is not clear exactly 

how the map came into the family’s possession but the Hon. George M.Fortescue (1791-
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1877), whose daughter Harriet married Augustus Phillimore, later Admiral Sir Augustus 

Phillimore, served in India in the Dragoons, and Charles Bagot Phillimore (1818-94) served 

as Assistant Secretary at the India Office until his retirement in 1871, so either of them might 

have acquired it. 

 

HRO 115M88/Map 1 by kind permission of the Phillimore Family Trust 

 

 

6 Letter from Thomas Waghorn, Snodland, Kent, employee of the Bengal Steam Committee 

and forwarding agent, to Arthur Wellesley, first Duke of Wellington, sending a petition, 

recently presented to the House of Commons, in which he argues the merits of establishing 

steam vessel links between England and India through the Red Sea. Waghorn hopes the Duke 

will draw attention to this issue in the House of Lords, 27 July 1835 

 

Enclosed is a copy of the petition from Thomas Waghorn to the House of Commons, n.d.  

 

HL MS 61 Wellington Papers 2/34/124-5 

 

 

7 Prospectus for the Southampton East India and China Commercial Agency Company, 17 

September 1843, taken from the Wheable family papers, a Hampshire based family with 

interests in banking and commerce 

 

HL MS 38/2  

 

 

8 Journal of Private Victor Manley (b. 1889), formerly a student at the Winchester Diocesan 

Training College, who enlisted in the Hampshire Regiment in 1913 

 

Here he describes his departure from Southampton in December 1914, at the beginning of the 

First World War. This was ‘an eventful day’ with the journey down Southampton Water 

characterised by silence and darkness, punctuated by the ship’s engine noise and the 

searchlights of other vessels.  

 

HRO 47M91W/Q3/7/1 by kind permission of the University of Winchester 

 

Copy of photograph of Victor Manley, transformed from student to soldier, taken in 1915  

 

HRO 47M91W/Q3/8/3 M47 by kind permission of the University of Winchester 
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Case 2 Life in India 

 

9 Letter from Major General Sir John Malcolm, G.C.B., Governor of Bombay, India, to 

Arthur Wellesley, first Duke of Wellington, describing his arrival in India and his dealings 

with the Indian population, 24 November 1827 

 

Malcolm (1769-1833) joined the East India Company as a cadet at the age of 12. He served 

with distinguish in the army in the Third and Fourth Mysore Wars and enjoyed a successful 

career as a diplomat and administrator in India, serving finally as Governor Bombay, 1827-30. 

A Persian scholar and the author of a number of authoritative works on India and Persia, 

Malcolm had a deep knowledge and understanding of the area. 

 

He notes in the letter that: ‘We have discovered the great secret of imparting useful 

knowledge in this quarter, by teaching them in their own language and not obliging them to 

attain it through the medium of English, the very study of which occupies half their life.’ 

 

HL MS 61 Wellington Papers 1/901/24 

 

 

10 Copy of photograph from the final of the Bombay Polo Tournament, 1894, in which the 

Jodhpur second team was victorious against the Seventh Hussars, preserved in an album 

relating to the Hampshire cricketer Robert Montagu Poore, at that time a Captain (later Major) 

in the Seventh Hussars 

 

Poore was one of the greatest English batsmen of all time, whose other sporting achievements 

included winning the West of India lawn tennis championship. During his time in India he 

played cricket for various teams, including Ganeshkind, Poona, the Bombay Presidency and 

the Seventh Hussars  

 

Whilst the British introduced some sports to India, notably cricket, they also adopted polo, 

which they had encountered in India, and which in the nineteenth century had begun to 

spread from beyond its traditional Asian homelands. 

 

HRO 10M89/105 by kind permission of Hampshire County Cricket Club 

 

 

11 Letter from Mary Boardman to her ‘dear friends in Jesus’ (the Cowper Temples) about the 

work of Lucy Drake, a Christian missionary in India, 30 April 1877 

 

William Francis Cowper-Temple, Baron Mount Temple, and his wife Georgina lived at 

Broadlands House in Romsey and took a strong interest in mysticism and spiritual matters. 

Lucy Drake ‘healed through prayer’ by Charles Cullis, began travelling with William and 

Mary Boardman on their tour of the mid-western cities, giving her testimony. She later went 

to India and helped found a mission in Bassim. 

 

HL MS 62 Broadlands Archives BR57/70/14 

 

12 The Madras Monthly Journal, or, Indian Recorder, Vol.1, 1-9 June-July 1805 
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This publication was a means of disseminating news, both local and international, and it 

reported on a variety of issues including military and nautical intelligence as well as births, 

marriages and deaths of British citizens in the subcontinent. This edition also comments on 

celebrations to mark the birthday of George III. 

 

HL Rare Books Well. Pamphlet 915/1 

 

 

13 Diary of Olive Baring née Smith of St Cross Mill, Winchester, wife of the Hon. Guy 

Victor Baring, MP for Winchester from 1906 until he was killed in action in 1916  

 

The diary includes a description of the couple’s visit to India and Burma in 1906-7.  

    

During their tour, lasting about two months, they visited Bombay (including the Towers of 

Silence and the Cathedral), Udiapur and the island palaces, Chitorgah, Jaipur, Delhi (where 

they saw the Amir’s procession), Agra, Lucknow, Cawnpore, Calcutta and Darjeeling. She 

recorded many of her impressions of what she saw, from flowers and birds to ancient 

buildings, vividly recording the acrobatics of monkeys and the squealing of pigs. 

 

In this entry she describes a juggler’s performance at Lucknow: ‘He put a feather under a 

strawberry punnet & turned it into six live birds in the twinkling of an eye. Then he did the 

mango tree trick. He put a root, the size of a Brazil nut, into a tin & put some sand & some 

water over it, and covered it with a tripod of bamboo sticks & a large duster over them. In 

about ten minutes he lifted out the tin & there was a large shoot growing out of it… & 2 or 3 

leaves. Then he put it back… & after about 10 minutes it had grown… about 2 feet high & 

very thick with 40 or 50 leaves, & after being covered up again it produced a fruit. He was a 

remarkable looking man… & he sold me a puzzle purse.’ 

 

HRO 129M95/1 

 

 

14 Letter from ‘Barbara’, 63 Bungalore, Jubbulpore, Central India, to Elizabeth Parnell, 

Baroness Congleton, née Dove, giving an account of her life in India, 19 September 1916  

 

She describes the animals, her accommodation and the weather: ‘I find native servants so 

nice and obliging.’ 

 

HL MS 64 A3093/2/15/25 

 

 

15 The journals of Victor Manley include numerous illustrations, diagrams, maps and 

photographs in addition to his descriptive text. Here he illustrates one of the ‘very ingenious 

little water-mills’ powered by bullocks, which he had encountered on the Hanna road, beyond 

Seven Springs in September 1916. On the pages before and after this entry, Manley describes 

how water - ‘the precious fluid’ - is collected and stored in a dam in the valley and how it is 

conducted to where it is most needed for example for milling. He comments that ‘Without 

that dam, the 4
th

 Division and the population of the cantonment, could not exist’. 

 

HRO 47M91W/Q3/6/2 by kind permission of the University of Winchester 
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16 Copy of photograph of a Punjabi bhisti or water-man taken by Victor Manley  

 

This photograph was subsequently published in Peoples of All Nations and Lands and 

Peoples. Manley commented upon the bravery of the bhisti, who often wandered through the 

battlefields offering water to the sick and wounded. They were immortalised by Kipling in 

his poem Gunga Din (1892) which later inspired the film of the same name (1939) which 

starred Sam Jaffe in the title role. 

 

HRO 47M91W/Q3/8/3 M59 by kind permission of the University of Winchester 

 

 

17 This volume of Victor Manley’s journal includes a detailed description of life on the 

dockside at Madras as he witnessed it on 6 January 1915. Manley was keenly interested in the 

local people and refers here to coolies, sweepers, knife-grinders, dhobies (washermen), ear-

cleaners, corn-extractors and factory workers; the charming illustration of knife-grinders at 

work demonstrates Manley’s considerable artistic talent. The note at the bottom left suggests 

he may have drawn these men from a photograph he or another had taken. 

 

HRO 47M91W/Q3/6/1 

 

 

18 The Hindu newspaper containing a detailed account of the marriage of Melville Edward 

Bertram Portal to the Hon. Cicely Winifred Goschen in Madras Cathedral, in November 1926 

 

The bride was the daughter of George Joachim Goschen, second Viscount Goschen, who had 

been Governor of Madras since 1924, and would later serve as Acting Viceroy in 1929-31, 

while the bridegroom was a Captain in the Seventeenth/Twenty First Lancers, and had 

recently been the Governor’s Aide-de-Camp. 

 

HRO 6A08/J15 

 

 

19 Order of service for the wedding of Melville Portal and the Hon. Cicely Goschen, at 

Madras Cathedral, 1926 

 

HRO 6A08/J15 

 

 

20 Diary of Captain (later Major) Melville Portal for 1926  

 

The entries for late November include references to the many preparations for his marriage, 

including a rehearsal in the Cathedral and arranging a display of presents. The entry for his 

wedding day, 27 November, is highlighted with an ink border, and he records ‘all went well 

lovely show’. Hampshire Record Office holds diaries of Major Portal for most years from 

1917 to 1940; he was a member of the Portal family of Laverstoke and Overton who are best 

known for the family business making banknote paper, featured elsewhere in this exhibition.  

 

HRO 6A08/K9 
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21 Copy of photograph of the carriage procession for the wedding of Melville Portal and the 

Hon. Cicely Goschen at Madras Cathedral, 1926  

 

HRO 6A08/J15 

 

 

22 Copy of a group photograph taken after the wedding of Melville Portal and the Hon. 

Cicely Goschen at Madras Cathedral, 1926 

 

HRO 6A08/J15 

 

 

23 and 24 Pen, ink and watercolour paintings of architecture in India, with architectural and 

details of designs, possibly in preparation for work on architecture, early to mid-nineteenth 

century. The two images here are from the Taj Mahal site, Agra, North Central India. Agra 

was for many years a Moghul capital, but its importance diminished with the move of the 

Moghul court to Delhi in 1658. Agra came under the control of the British in 1803. The Taj 

Mahal was built by Shah Jahan (1628-58) as a mausoleum in memory of his third wife, 

Mumtaz Mahal.  

 

23 View of the great gate (Darwaza-i-rauza), the main entrance to the Taj Mahal, from the 

Taj Mahal tomb 

24 Front view of the Masjid, the Taj Mahal mosque 

 

HL MS 288 cq NA 1501 

 

 

25 A lady’s commonplace book, compiled between 1820 and 1825, containing poems, short 

stories, watercolours, pencil, and pen and ink sketches of plants, landscapes and individuals; 

with entries in a number of hands, probably compiled by an individual who spent time in 

Scotland and the East Indies 

 

Watercolour of Chindwara, East Indies, residence of the late Major Montgomery. 

 

HL MS 242 

 

 

26 Copy of a photograph taken at a garden party given by the Rajah of Ramnad (or 

Ramanathapuram), one of the largest and most populous zamindari estates in Madras, in July 

1926  

 

The Governor of Madras, George Joachim Goschen, second Viscount Goschen, and the 

Rajah (Rajeswara Sethupathi) are third and fourth from the left in the front row, and the 

Governor’s daughter Cicely is second from left. Major Melville Portal, who married Miss 

Goschen later that year, can be seen diagonally left above her. 

 

HRO 6A08/J15 
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27 Print of views of Hook House and the surrounding estate, engraved by James Gray, 1859  

 

The house, near Fareham, had been built on land given to William Hornby (1723-1803) by 

the British government when he returned to England after service as the Governor of Bombay. 

It was built in a style reminiscent of Government House in Bombay. Hook House was 

accidentally destroyed by fire in the early twentieth century, but Government House, now 

known by the equivalent Hindi term of Raj Bhavan, is still the seat of administration of the 

Governors of Maharashtra.  

 

HRO 26M76/Z6 by kind permission of Dr E.C.Cawte 

 

 

28 Accounts for building Hook House, 13 February 1787, perhaps compiled by Thomas 

Andrews, the architect and overseer of the works, showing the sums spent by William 

Hornby on the construction and decoration of the house, totalling £12,405 15s 3¾d 

 

This page gives an impression of the fine work being undertaken, in this case the making of 

ornate chimney-pieces by John Jaques. 

 

HRO 39M91/1 

 

 

Case 3 Edwina, Countess Mountbatten of Burma, and Florence Nightingale 

 

Florence Nightingale 

Florence Nightingale was a celebrated social reformer and considered as the founder of 

modern nursing. She is most famous for her achievements in the Crimean War but later in her 

life she made a comprehensive statistical study of sanitation in Indian rural life and was the 

leading figure in the introduction of improved medical care and public health service in India. 

 

29 Copy of photograph of Florence Nightingale, taken by H.Lenthall on her return from the 

Crimea in 1856  

 

HRO 94M72/F697/12 by kind permission of Mrs C.Bonham Carter 

 

 

 

30 Letter from Florence Nightingale to the Right Honourable Sir Charles Wood, third 

Baronet, MP, relating to public health in India  

 

The letter is undated but was probably sent in the 1850s. She mentions the recommendation 

by a Commission of the War Office and India Office as to the course to be followed at all 

stations and suggests the compilation of surveys, although she comments on the alleged lack 

of sanitary engineers to undertake them. Sir Charles Wood, third Baronet, later first Viscount 

Halifax (1800-1885), was President of the Board of Control (1852–5) and Secretary of State 

for India (1859–1866). As President of the Board of Control he sent a dispatch in 1854 

recommending the establishments of education departments, schools and universities in India.  

 

HRO 334M87/1 
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31 Life or Death in India, with an appendix on Life or Death by Irrigation by Florence 

Nightingale, 1874 

 

HRO 94M72/F598/1 by kind permission of Mrs C.Bonham Carter 

 

 

Edwina, Countess Mountbatten of Burma 

During the Second World War Lady Mountbatten served the Joint War Organization of the 

Red Cross and the Order of St John, where she proved a brilliant administrator, tirelessly 

visiting bombed cities and shelters across Britain, military camps and hospitals at home and 

abroad. When her husband was appointed Governor General of India, Edwina headed the 

United Council of Relief and Welfare, co-ordinating all the major voluntary organisations, 

who struggled to help the peoples of the Indian subcontinent who suffered indescribably 

following the partition. She retained a close interest in the work of this organisation after the 

Mountbattens’ departure from India. 

 

32 Copy of portrait by Cecil Beaton of Lady Mountbatten in the uniform of the St John’s 

Ambulance Brigade 

 

MS 62 Broadlands Archives MB3/78 

 

 

33 Minutes of the sixth meeting of the United Council for Relief and Welfare, held at 

Government House, Delhi, 8 November 1948, in which the Prime Minister of India, Pandit 

Jawaharlal Nehru was welcomed to the meeting as Vice President of the Council 

 

In his reply, the Prime Minister expressed his gratitude for the words of welcome and said 

that although he had not attended a meeting of the council before, he had discussed the work 

of the council with Lady Mountbatten so often that he felt himself intimately connected with 

the council and was more so now as its Vice President. He added that during his recent visit 

to England, he had conveyed to Lady Mountbatten an invitation both from him personally 

and on behalf of the council to visit India and the various centres of work and help with her 

suggestions sometime early next year. 

The council endorsed the invitation. 

 

MS 62 Broadlands Archives MB1/Q116 

 

 

34 Album illustrating a visit by Lady Mountbatten visit to the Girls' High School, Ernakulam, 

Cochin State, India, 1948  

 

MS 62 Broadlands Archives MB2/M9 

 

 

Case 4 Politics and Administration 

 

35 Letter from Chamarajendra Udiev, the twenty third Rajah of Mysore to Thomas George 

Baring, first Earl of Northbrook, Viceroy of India, 26 January 1873 
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The young rajah notes his pleasure that his photograph had been shown to Queen Victoria. 

He had ascended the throne in 1868, aged 5, when Mysore was under the direct 

administration of the British Raj. By the Rendition of 1881, the state was reconstituted and 

restored to the Wadiyar dynasty. The Rajah had been prepared by the British to take charge, 

and took over the administration in 1881.  

 

HRO 92M95/F5/2/24 by kind permission of Rt Hon. Lord Northbrook 

 

 

36 Letter from William Ewart Gladstone, Prime Minister, to Thomas George Baring, first 

Earl of Northbrook, Viceroy of India, concerning an Indian income tax, 15 October 1872  

 

Gladstone comments that he was ‘greatly troubled’ by the proposed tax, commenting on ‘the 

knowledge I have of the difficulty of working an Income Tax in England’. The letter is also 

of interest for his comments on a possible British withdrawal from India, almost exactly three 

quarters of a century before this came to pass: ‘My own desires are chiefly these, that nothing 

may bring about a sudden, violent, or discreditable severance… and that when we go, if we 

are ever to go, we may leave a good name and a clean bill of account behind us.’ 

 

HRO 92M95/F5/2/16 by kind permission of Rt Hon. Lord Northbrook 

 

 

37 Report from H.L.Anderson, secretary to Government, Bombay Castle, to the Foreign 

Office, 3 October 1857, giving details of the attack on Delhi, as well as attacks on and mutiny 

of troops at Cawnpore and Lucknow, Agra, Saugor (Sagar) and Nerbudda territories, 

Rajpootana Indore and Gwalior and Scinde (Sind) 

 

MS 62 Palmerston Papers PP/MM/IN/7  

 

 

 

38 Heads of proposed arrangements for the future government of India, 17 December 1857, 

drafted in the hand of the Prime Minister, Henry John Temple, third Viscount Palmerston 

 

In the aftermath of the mutinies of India troops and assaults on the British military bases in 

1857, Britain dissolved the East India Company and transferred British power in India to the 

Crown with the introduction of the India Act. 

 

MS 62 Palmerston Papers PP/CAB/88B 

 

  

39 Part of a letter written by the Hon. Robert Palmer from India to his parents, and describing 

the Durbar of George V 

 

A durbar was a term used in India either for a court or a ceremonial gathering. The 

magnificent Delhi Durbar, held in December 1911, marked the coronation of King and Queen 

as Emperor and Empress of India. This was one of three durbars held by the British (the 

others had marked the granting of the title of Empress to Queen Victoria, and the coronation 

of Edward VII), and the 1911 ceremony was the only one attended by a reigning British 

monarch.  
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In this page from his lengthy account of the ceremony, Robert Palmer records that ‘For some 

unexplained but no doubt excellent reason I was given about the best seat in the place, in the 

front row of unofficial people, just opposite the shamiana [the ceremonial pavilion] & not 30 

yards from it. The scene was brilliant quite beyond description. The distant mound was like a 

vast tulip-bed of turbans…’ He included a sketch-plan showing that he did indeed have an 

excellent place near the centre of the covered stand. 

 

HRO 19M75/F/C12 by kind permission of Rt Hon. the Earl of Selborne 

 

 

40 Copy of photograph of Robert Palmer, photographed by Johnston and Hoffmann of 

Calcutta 

 

Robert Palmer was the second son of the second Earl of Selborne, and his grandfather had 

settled the family on the Blackmoor Estate near Selborne. In 1911-12 he travelled in India for 

five months, arriving at Bombay in November 1911 with many other visitors for the Durbar; 

he also visited Rajputana, Goa, Madras and Calcutta. He accompanied his cousin James 

Palmer, Bishop of Bombay, on missionary tours, and became convinced of the need to 

encourage a native ministry. He recorded much of what he saw – the landscapes, the people 

and their customs, the architecture and so on – both in words, in his family letters and a 

published account, and also in numerous photographs, the negatives of which are held at 

Hampshire Record Office. He returned to India in 1914, this time in uniform as a Captain in 

the Sixth Battalion of the Hampshire Regiment. He continued to take an interest in the culture 

and wildlife he saw, while stationed at Agra, but in 1915 he was sent to Mesopotamia and in 

the following year he died of wounds at the siege of Kut. 

 

HRO 19M75/FZ1 by kind permission of Rt Hon. the Earl of Selborne 

   

 

41 Copy of photographs from a Butchart family album, showing the grand departure of Sir 

Arthur Lawley, Governor of Madras, and his entourage to Ooty, (also known as Ootacamund). 

Ooty, which is over two thousand metres above sea level in the Nilgiri Hills, was named by 

the British as ‘Queen of Hill stations’ under the Raj, and was a popular summer and weekend 

resort 

 

This is one of a series of albums compiled by the Butchart family of Worthy Park, Martyr 

Worthy, near Winchester. The present Worthy Park house was built by the Ogle family 

between 1816 and 1820. In the 1820s it was sold to Samuel Wall, eventually passing to his 

grand-daughter Katharine Fryer who in 1916 had married Lieutenant Colonel James 

Alexander Butchart, DSO. Colonel Butchart became an officer in the Royal Artillery in 1900 

and much of his service was in India; in 1906-07 he was Aide-de-Camp to Sir Arthur Lawley 

(later sixth Lord Wenlock), the Governor of Madras, and in 1912-14 he filled the same role 

for one of Sir Arthur’s successors, John Sinclair, first Baron Pentland. 

 

HRO 108M91/11 

 

 

The end of British rule in India 
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British policy towards India between 1945 and 1947 focused on disengagement: how to leave 

India, with peace and with honour, maintaining the association with the British empire for the 

purposes of trade and defence. The description of the process that culminated in August 1947 

with the creation of an independent India and Pakistan as ‘the transfer of power’ is to give the 

transition a British perspective. It was executed in its final phases under the last Viceroy, 

Lord Mountbatten, to an agreed, if truncated, timetable. The transfer of power resulted in the 

partition of communities, population movement on a large scale in some areas, violence that 

was beyond control and the abandonment of allies among the Indian princes. 

  

The fundamental issue that faced Mountbatten was whether post-independence India was to 

be a single, unified state, or whether it would be divided. It was essential that this decision 

was reached swiftly. Against the background of the threat of civil war and communal 

violence, the Viceroy and his staff set about establishing a course of action, through 

interviews with political leaders, provincial governors, follow up conversations, and visits to 

the provinces by members of the staff. The Viceroy met as many of the leading protagonists 

as he could, and the accounts of his interviews, usually dictated minutes after the meeting, 

give both an immediacy to the proceedings and a view of the complexity of the issues. What 

emerged was a recommendation for a change of plan, with a swifter transition to 

independence than had been visualised, and the partition of the country. 

 

 

42 Copy of photograph of Lord Mountbatten broadcasting acceptance of the plan for 

transferring power on All India Radio, 3 June 1947 

 

43 Copy of photograph of the seven leaders accept the plan for the transfer of power, 3 June 

1947 

 

MS 62 Broadlands Archives MB2/N14/31 and MB2/N14/33 

 

44 Viceroy’s interview number 147 with Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel and Liaquat Ali Khan on 

12 June 1947, discussing the question of partition, and interview number 148 with Mahatma 

Gandhi and Mahomed Ali Jinnah (President, All India Muslim League), on 17 June 1947, 

about the referendum 

 

HL MS 62 Broadlands Archive MB/1/D72/1-2 

 

 

45 Despatch by the UK High Commissioner Terence Shone to the Secretary of State for 

Commonwealth Relations, giving an account of the transfer of power in Delhi 14–16 August, 

18 August 1947 

 

Shone noted that ‘The climax came at the stroke of midnight, when the moment of the 

transfer of power was marked by the blowing of whistles, hooters and conch shells. In the 

Assembly itself a cry of “Mahatma Gandhi Ki-jai” was raised.’ 

 

MS 62 Broadlands Archives MB1/E194 

 

The end of empire came in carefully managed ceremonies, in Karachi on 14 August at the 

Legislative Assembly; and the subsequent day in Delhi. The Viceroy flew back to Delhi on 

14 August: late in the evening the Legislative Assembly passed the resolution proclaiming 
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independence and invited Mountbatten to be the first Governor General of India. The 

following day, after being sworn in, the principal ceremony saw the unfurling of the flag of 

the new dominion of India in Princes Park. 

 

 

46 Dawn newspaper: Pakistan supplement, 15 August 1947, commemorating the creation of 

the new state of Pakistan 

 

HL MS350 A3002/3/1/10 

 

 

Case 5 Military 

 

47 Copy of photograph of a view near Lowari Pass, apparently photographed on the 1895 

Chitral Expedition, and preserved in an album relating to Captain G.F.Herbert's service in the 

Royal Artillery in India and Egypt 

 

HRO 75M91/D5 purchased with the support of the Victoria and Albert Museum Purchase 

Grant Fund and the Friends of the National Libraries 

 

 

48 Letter from Captain George Frederick Herbert (Royal Artillery) to the Editor of the 

Morning Post describing in detail preparations for a military expedition to Chitral near the 

north-west frontier, and including a sketch-map showing the probable line of advance from 

Hoti Mardan, 31 March 1895 

 

Captain Herbert was a great-grandson of the first Earl of Carnarvon, of Highclere Castle. A 

British force, numbering about 400, under George Scott Robertson, a Surgeon Major in the 

Indian Medical Service, and latterly appointed a political agent, had become involved in a 

dynastic struggle, and had been besieged in the fort at Chitral. An expedition was sent by the 

British authorities to relieve it, consisting of a small contingent from Gilgit and a larger one 

from Peshawar. 

 

HRO 75M91/D4/1 purchased with the support of the Victoria and Albert Museum Purchase 

Grant Fund and the Friends of the National Libraries 

 

 

49 Letter from General Sir Claude John Eyre Auchinleck, Commander in Chief, India, New 

Delhi, to Lord Louis Mountbatten (later Earl Mountbatten of Burma), Supreme Allied 

Commander, South East Asia, 5 January 1944, enclosing a copy of a signal from the British 

Ambassador in Washington to the Viceroy of India concerning ‘slanderous stories’ calling 

into question the loyalty of the Indian Army in operations against Japan 

 

The enclosed telegram from Edward Frederick Lindley Wood, first Earl of Halifax, British 

ambassador in Washington, to Field Marshal Sir Archibald Percival Wavell, first Viscount 

Wavell, Viceroy of India, War Department, New Delhi, informs him that a number of US 

journalists have published articles stating that Indian troops will not fight for the British 

during the Burma campaign. Such ‘baseless slander’ should be counteracted. Senior US 

officers in SEAC should give the correct picture to US journalists. The British COSs in 
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Washington agree that something should be done to counteract the insinuation that the Indian 

Army is not loyal or reliable enough to take part in operations against Japan. 

 

Auchinleck, as the commander of the Indian Army, was responsible for the internal security 

of India, the defence of the North West Frontier and the build up of India as a base, including 

the reorganisation of the Indian Army and the training of forces destined for SEAC. Faced 

with the provision of Indian troops for the allied offensive against the Japanese in 1944, with 

problems created by Indian nationalism and the formation of the Indian National Army, such 

stories about the loyalty of the Indian troops were an unwelcome development for the allies. 

 

HL MS 62 Broadlands Archives MB1/C136/3 

 

 

50 Group of letters from Private James Holloway of the Second Bengal European Regiment, 

sent to his parents in Sussex Street, Winchester, 1844-52 

 

In addition to comments on family activities, and mention of his friends and acquaintances in 

the army, he describes in detail various military campaigns in India, and comments on his 

health and the climate. 

 

He was in north-west India, including parts of what is now Pakistan, during the campaigns in 

the Sind and the Punjab of the 1840s, and gives an insight into the daily life of a soldier in his 

regiment – which became the Second European Bengal Fusiliers during his years of service. 

He commented that ‘the Country is one of the findest and largeest in the world’, but he had 

occasional complaints, ranging from the extremes of climate to the speed with which a pair of 

boots could be worn out, and the delay in sending prize money (‘It is my oppinion that it will 

be kept till three Parts of the men are Dead that fought for it’). 

 

He took an interest in what had happened to the 90 men and 4 women who had gone out on 

the same ship as him, commenting in 1847 that only 40 men and 1 woman were left, most of 

the others having died or been invalided home, and the number had fallen to 24 by 1850. He 

also continued to show concern for the family members and friends back in Winchester 

whom he had not seen for so long, often sending messages to them, and commenting on 

marriages and deaths. The lack of any friends from Winchester in his regiment saddened him 

– he noted his regret that one Nicholas Freemantle had gone to Madras rather than Bengal – 

so in 1850 he was pleased to be able to report that he had seen William Hyde, Walter Soper 

and Charles Goding in the Third Light Dragoons at Umballa. 

 

As well as sending messages to many of his relations, in 1846 he asked his parents to tell 

Jane Steel ‘if she is not married yet that I will have her when I comes home’. He continued to 

send messages to her in later letters, but as he had signed on for unlimited service, as long as 

his health continued, he gradually seems to have seen the prospect of marriage becoming a 

distant one, commenting in 1850 that ‘it will be very little use for her to remain single.’ 

 

In the letter opened out here [number 5], in remarkably good condition despite the miles it 

has travelled, he comments that as his brother Frederic is in the Queen's service and he 

himself in the East India Company’s they cannot claim the right to be brought together. He 

reports that his regiment was too late to take any part in the recent battles under Sir Charles 

Napier, but marched over the battlefields and saw some of the casualties still unburied. 
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HRO 27M91/1-15 by kind permission of Mr M.Redhead 

 

 

51 War ‘diary’ of Arthur E.Copeland. Copeland was born around 1892 in Southampton, one 

of five children of a confectioner-baker, and by 1901 he was living in a shop in Above Bar, 

Southampton 

 

He was a naval draughtsman and territorial soldier, who rejoined his regiment on the 

outbreak of the First World War and was sent to India. From his first day of service, he wrote 

very detailed letters home to his parents, then living at Butts Ash, Hythe. His letters describe 

his work, travel, fellow soldiers and his thoughts about India. He was a keen photographer, 

and developed his own photographs while in India. After the war, someone, probably his 

mother, copied all the letters into notebooks. A number of his photographs and also postcards 

of places he visited are included.  

 

This volume covers June 1915 to 1916, when Copeland was at McPherson Barracks, 

Allahabad and Wheeler Barracks, Cawnpore, and these pages show how the ancient fort of 

Allahabad had been adapted for use by a twentieth-century army.  

 

HRO 128A08/2 

 

 

52 Letter from Henry Temple, second Viscount Palmerston, London, to his wife, Mary Mee, 

Broadlands, 15 May 1792, with reports of the movement of Tipu Sultan’s troops from his 

capital Seringapatam. Tipu Sultan suffered the loss of a number of fortresses during the Third 

Mysore War of 1790-2 and was eventually driven back to Seringapatam. He ceded part of his 

dominions under terms of the peace treaty that ended this war. 

 

HL MS 62 Broadlands Archives BR20/9/10 

 

 

53 ‘Remarks on the forts of the northern frontier of Mysore in 1800 and 1801’ prepared by 

Captain Colin Mackenzie of the Engineers and Superintendent of Mysore, 12 January 1803 

 

HL MS 61 Wellington Papers WP3/3/100  

 

 

54 Coloured pen, ink and wash plan of Seringapatam at the time of its capture by Major 

General Sir Arthur Wellesley, later first Duke of Wellington, early nineteenth century  

 

Tipu Sultan was killed defending his capital Seringapatam in 1799. This defeat of Tipu 

Sultan and his army by the British forces under the command of Wellesley was a major factor 

in enabling the extension of British control in India. 

 

HL MS 61 Wellington Papers WP15/6  
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Further information about the collections 

 

Hampshire Record Office 
Hampshire County Council's Archives and Local Studies Service at Hampshire Record 

Office holds archives relating to Hampshire and its people and  the county's local studies 

library; it is also the home of Wessex Film and Sound Archive which collects audio-visual 

material for central southern England.   
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Dating from the twelfth century to the present, its collections are Designated as outstanding 

in terms of national and international importance. Among them are: the Winchester Bishopric 

collection, including the series of accounts known as pipe rolls, which are on the 

UNESCO UK Memory of the World register, records of local government including the 

Winchester city archives; the records of local organisations including schools, charities and 

churches and family and estate papers including those of many people who have played a 

significant role on the national and international stage, as well as locally, including diplomats, 

philanthropists and service personnel working in India. 

The on-line catalogue contains descriptions of most of the Record  Office’s catalogued 

records,  including Wessex Film and Sound Archive material, and digital images of 15,000 

documents, including 10,000 photographs. The catalogue can be accessed 

at  http://www3.hants.gov.uk/archives/catalog.htm 

The Record Office website contains information about arrangements for access to the 

collections and opening times: http://www3.hants.gov.uk/archives.htm 

 

Special Collections, Hartley Library, University of Southampton 

The University of Southampton holds papers of national and international interest and 

significance which have a connection with the University's region, including the papers of the 

first Duke of Wellington and the Broadlands Archives which contain papers of Henry John 

Temple, third Viscount Palmerston, and of Earl Mountbatten of Burma, the last Viceroy of 

India. It also holds the Anglo-Jewish Archives and is one of the main repositories for Jewish 

archives in Western Europe. 

 

The manuscript collections are described in two guides by C.M.Woolgar and K.Robson: A 

guide to the archive and manuscript collections of the Hartley Library: MSS 1–200 

(Southampton: University of Southampton Library, 1992) and A guide to the archive and 

manuscript collections of the Hartley Library: MSS 201–300 (Southampton: University of 

Southampton Library, 2000). The guides, with information about additional material and 

more recent accessions, and detailed catalogues of some of the collections are available on 

the Special Collections website, at http://www.southampton.ac.uk/archives/. The printed 

collections are described in the Library’s main on-line public access catalogue, WebCat, at 

http://www.southampton.ac.uk/library/.  

 

The websites contain information about arrangements for access to the collections and 

opening times. 
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